MULTI-FOLDING DOOR OPTIONS
Multi folding doors function by allowing for
three to six doors to operate in unison,
providing a single opening for unrivalled
views and access to the outdoors.
Dependent on the number of doors
within the opening & how these are
divided, it is usually possible to incorporate
a single door or a pair of French doors
within the multi folding door set for day
to day use. A four leaf door set with
two doors opening each way, does not
feature French doors or a single door to
open independently and as such are not
suitable for a main access door.
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MULTI-FOLDING DOOR OPTIONS
Doors are secured with a combination
Doors can be fitted with a Banham mortice hook lock

of recessed shoot bolts, multipoint hook

and escutcheon plate in a bronze colour. Doors are

deadlocks or 5 lever door locking systems

pulled and pushed open by means of a pull handle and

to best suit individual requirements & to

secured with a lockable recessed shoot bolt top and

complement other ironmongery within the rest

bottom.

of the property.
As these various elements have to be
sourced from different suppliers to ensure
that the very best functionality is achieved,
the ironmongery finish is restricted to a dark
bronze colour to match with other handles
available for our window and door systems.
Your designer will advise on the best options to

RECESSED SHOOT BOLT TOP

RECESSED SHOOT BOLT BOTTOM

suit the individual requirements of your project.
When fully opened the doors will stack at the
ends of the opening at approximately 90° to
the framework. These are then held open by
a combination of retaining magnets or cabin
hooks where magnets are not suitable. French
doors & single doors will open as close as
possible to 180°, whilst doors hinged from the

BRONZE

side frame, opposed to hinging off an adjacent

Whilst called “Bronze”, this ironmongery is very dark,

door leaf will only open to 90°.

almost appearing black under most light conditions.

OTHER IRONMONGERY
HANDLES/PULLS/MAGNETS

BANHAM LOCK WITH ESCUTCHEON PLATE

TOP TRACK AND CARRIER HINGE

MAGNETIC DOOR CATCH

INTERNAL PULL HANDLE

OTHER COMBINATIONS OF IRONMONGERY MAY BE AVAILABLE DEPENDING ON PROJECT SPECIFICATIONS.
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